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(57) ABSTRACT 

In a digital content distribution method to distribute digital 
contents via a network, distribution of a digital content is 
instructed according to a distribution schedule, the digital 
content is distributed according to the distribution schedule 
indicated, and a particular digital content is selected from the 
digital contents distributed and is then sold, thereby con 
ducting the distribution of digital contents at a high speed. 
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METHOD OF AND A SYSTEM FOR 
DISTRIBUTING DIGITAL CONTENTS 

0001. The present application is a continuation of appli 
cation Ser. No. 09/473,277, filed Dec. 28, 1999, the contents 
of which are incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to a digital content 
distribution system to distribute contents, and in particular, 
to a technology efficiently applicable to a digital content 
distribution system in which an original document Such as a 
book is digitized into a digital content and the content 
digitized is distributed from a content database center to 
stores such that a digital content selected by a customer is 
sold in the stores. 

0003) Thanks to the spread of the Internet, electronic 
commerce has been developed and hence attention has been 
attracted to sales of a digital content which can be sold and 
delivered through a network. Additionally, it has been 
expected that the contents of information (Such as novels, 
comics, music, and games) which have been sold as articles 
or package media through existing distribution routes are 
digitized and are distributed and sold through networks. 
0004. In accordance with the background art to sell the 
digitized content, there has been actually developed busi 
ness, for example, mail-order selling of various contents and 
download of a digital content itself via a network at an 
electronic mall site of the Internet, a service of a terminal at 
a store Such as a convenience store to copy a content desired 
by a customer from a storage media onto a Supply media, 
and a service to deliver information using a telephone 
service number. 

0005 JP-A-10-254.850 describes an information system 
and an information generating method for use with the 
system which distributes information generated or edited 
using information items dispersed in a network. In the 
system, new information is generated using information 
items dispersed in the network and is distributed via the 
network. This facilitates editing of information such as 
generation and modification thereof according to processing 
conditions such as an audiovisual environment and a gen 
eration environment of information. 

0006 Distribution and sales using paper as media play at 
present a central role in the distribution and sales of con 
tents. In the distribution via Such paper media, a print format 
of the contents on sheets of paper and abundling form of the 
sheets influence a way of distribution and an audiovisual 
way, which forms the present culture. There is consequently 
needed a digital content distribution system in which the 
way of distribution and the audiovisual way are preserved 
and the culture accumulated is inherited and the contents 
using the paper media are digitized into digital contents to 
change the existing system to a system in which the contents 
are distributed and sold via a network. The digital content 
distribution system thereby solves distribution problems of 
the existing distribution media Such as the environmental 
problems, the problem of the latest one of the contents, the 
problem of the returning and discarding of goods, and the 
problem of distribution cost. 
0007. In the background art to sell a digital content, 
although the selling of the digital content itself is carried out, 
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the content is not distributed in the form of digital data 
entirely through the digital content distribution system. This 
leads to a problem that a digital content generated through 
the digitization cannot be immediately distributed to a store 
to be sold to a customer. 

0008 That is, in the background art to sell a digital 
content, an ordinary distribution Such as delivery of a 
compact disk read-only memory (CD-ROM) in which a 
digital content is stored appears at an intermediate point of 
the digital content distribution system. Consequently, there 
exists a problem that a period of several days is required for 
the delivery of a digital content of a new item and the 
delivery of a digital content ordered by a customer. 
0009. When a digital content is sold via a network, the 
digital content is beforehand copied onto a recording media. 
However, in the background art above, there has not been 
clearly established a system in which the license fee of the 
digital content is collected according to the number of copies 
to pay the collected amount to the content holder. This 
consequently leads to a problem of possibility that the 
license fee is not paid to the content holder according to the 
number of copies sold. 
0010 For the content already distributed, the configura 
tion itself in which the user listens to or views the content is 
an important point. Namely, since items distributed in the 
form of publications have a style of books, there has already 
been established a method to find out books, and the readers 
have a manner to read a book in a page-by-page fashion by 
turning over pages. 
0011. However, in the related art to sell a digital content, 
since the digitization is not achieved to reproduce with 
possible fidelity to the configurations such as the appearance 
of articles of publications and CDs actually distributed, the 
appearance of the original book of the content considerably 
varies from that of the digital content attained by digitizing 
the original book in Some cases. This leads to a problem of 
difficulty in the handling of the digital content in the same 
way as for the actual item. For example, when only text data 
of a book is inputted to generate an electronic book, since 
information of appearance of the book Such as a cover and 
a backbone of the book is lost, it is difficult to search for the 
electronic book including only the text data in a way similar 
to that used to search for a book which a customer just 
happened to see in an advertisement or to search for a 
well-known book in a store by visually checking its cover 
and backbone. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0012. It is therefore an object of the present invention to 
provide a technology capable of distributing the digital 
content at a high speed, thereby solving the problem above. 
0013 Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a technology capable of distributing a license fee to a 
content holder according to the number of digital contents 
sold. 

0014. In accordance with the present invention, there is 
provided a digital content distribution system to distribute a 
digital content via a network in which digital contents are 
distributed via the network and are sold to customers and a 
license fee is distributed to a content holder of the contents 
according to the number of contents sold. 
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0015. In a digital content distribution system of the 
present invention, an original document of a content is 
received from a content holder who possesses the content 
and then the content is digitized in a digitization center into 
a digital content. The digital content generated is acknowl 
edged and then is accumulated in a content database center. 
0016. The content database center generates a distribu 
tion schedule to distribute digital contents and sends there 
from a plurality of digital contents to shops or stores 
according to the distribution schedule. It may also be pos 
sible to classify a plurality of stores into particular groups 
Such as a group of stores of a particular chain and a plurality 
of distribution management centers are installed to manage 
distribution to stores of the respective groups such that the 
distribution is carried out via these centers. 

0017. The store copies on a media or downloads in a 
viewer device a particular digital content selected by a 
customer from the distributed digital contents and sells the 
content to the customer. 

0018) If the digital content requested by the customer has 
not been distributed to the store, the store transmits a 
distribution request via the distribution management center 
to the content database center for an on-demand distribution 
of the digital content. When the digital content distributed 
on-demand passes through the distribution management 
center, the content is cached in the content database center. 
When the same distribution request is issued from another 
store managed by the distribution management center, the 
content is distributed on-demand from the distribution man 
agement center to the store of the distribution request 
without using the content database center. 

0019. In each store, when a digital content is sold, the 
contents of the sale are stored in a magnetic disk device to 
collect sales information. The content database center 
receives via the distribution management center the sales 
information collected in the respective stores, calculates the 
license fee by totaling associated amounts, and remits the 
license fee to the content holder. 

0020. As above, in accordance with the digital content 
distribution system of the present invention, the distribution 
of digital contents from the content database center to the 
stores is conducted entirely via the network and hence can 
be achieved at a high speed. 

0021. The objects and features of the present invention 
will become more apparent from the consideration of the 
following detailed description taken in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0022 FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an outline of consti 
tution of an embodiment of a digital content distribution 
system in accordance with the present invention; 

0023 FIG. 2 is a diagram showing an outline of consti 
tution of a digitization device of the embodiment; 

0024 FIG. 3 is a diagram showing an outline of consti 
tution of a recognition device of the embodiment; 
0.025 FIG. 4 is a diagram showing an outline of consti 
tution of a content database device of the embodiment; 
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0026 FIG. 5 is a diagram showing an outline of consti 
tution of a distribution management device of the embodi 
ment; 

0027 FIG. 6 is a diagram showing an outline of consti 
tution of a vending device of the embodiment; 
0028 FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing a processing proce 
dure of a digitizing section of the embodiment; 
0029 FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing a processing proce 
dure of a recognizing section of the embodiment; 
0030 FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing a processing proce 
dure of a content database section of the embodiment; 
0031 FIG. 10 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of a distribution control section of the embodiment; 
0032 FIG. 11 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of a distribution section of the embodiment; 
0033 FIG. 12 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of a processing section for receiving distributed 
content of the embodiment; 
0034 FIG. 13 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of a sales processing section of the embodiment; 
0035 FIG. 14 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of a processing section for relaying request content of 
the embodiment; 

0036 FIG. 15 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of a requested content distribution section of the 
embodiment; 

0037 FIG. 16 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of a license section of the embodiment; 

0038 FIG. 17 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of a sales information relay section of the embodi 
ment; 

0039 FIG. 18 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of a sales information collecting section of the 
embodiment; 

0040 FIG. 19 is a diagram showing a second configu 
ration example of the embodiment of the digital content 
distribution system in accordance with the present invention; 
0041 FIG. 20 is a diagram showing a third configuration 
example of the embodiment of the digital content distribu 
tion system in accordance with the present invention; and 
0042 FIG. 21 is a diagram showing a fourth configura 
tion example of the embodiment of the digital content 
distribution system in accordance with the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS 

0043. Next description will be given of an embodiment of 
a digital content distribution system in accordance with the 
present invention in which an electronic book generated by 
digitizing a book is sold in shops such as a bookstore and a 
convenience store. 

0044 FIG. 1 shows in a diagram an outline of constitu 
tion of an embodiment of the digital content distribution 
system. As shown in FIG. 1, the digital content distribution 
system of this embodiment includes a digitizing device 100, 
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a recognition device 110, a content database device 120, 
distribution management devices 130, vending devices 140, 
and viewer devices 150. 

0045 Digitizing device 100 is a device which generates 
an electronic book by digitizing an original document of a 
book and which receives a recognition message from rec 
ognition device 110 to send the electronic book to content 
database device 120. Recognition device 110 is a device to 
recognize on the side of a publisher the contents of the 
electronic book generated by digitizing device 100. 

0046 Content database device 120 is a device in which 
the electronic book generated by digitizing device 100 is 
stored. Distribution management device 130 is a device 
which converts a communication protocol between content 
database device 120 and vending device 140 to absorb 
discrepancy with respect to interface and which manages 
distribution of electronic books to vending devices 140 
connected to the pertinent is distribution management 
device. 

0047 Vending device 140 is a device which sells an 
electronic book to a customer by copying the electronic 
book selected by the customer onto a media or by down 
loading the electronic book into viewer device 150. Viewer 
device 150 is a device to replay the electronic book pur 
chased via vending device 140. 
0.048. As shown in FIG. 1, a plurality of distribution 
management centers are connected Via, a network to one 
content database center in the embodiment. Moreover, a 
plurality of shops, i.e., bookstores and world wide web 
(WWW) servers in a convenience store and/or an electronic 
mall are connected via a network to one distribution man 
agement center. A network in this context is a communica 
tion path to distribute digital contents from a predetermined 
place to another predetermined place and includes both of a 
wire communication path and a wireless communication 
path. 

0049. The distribution management center is a center 
which converts a transmission protocol between the content 
database center and the stores. When the plural shops are 
classified into particular groups such as shops of a chain, the 
distribution management center manages, for each group, 
the distribution to a plurality of shops belonging to the 
group. The distribution management center may be config 
ured to connect shops, which do not belong to any group, 
directly to the content database center without using the 
distribution management center. Since the shops belonging 
to one group are assumed as those of an identical type Such 
as shops of a chain as above, it is possible, for example, 
when the shops are convenience stores, to make a distribu 
tion schedule Suitable for shops of the group. For example, 
the distribution is conducted by placing emphasis on maga 
Zines and the like. As shown in FIG. 1, a distribution 
management center may be installed for each group, namely, 
there may be disposed a plurality of distribution manage 
ment centers. Alternatively, a plurality of groups may be 
connected to one distribution management center to manage 
each group in a separate fashion in the distribution manage 
ment Center. 

0050 FIG. 2 shows an outline of constitution of digitiz 
ing device 100 of the embodiment. As shown in FIG. 2, 
digitizing device 100 of the embodiment includes a central 
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processing unit (CPU) 201, a memory 202, a magnetic disk 
device 203, a keyboard 204, a display 205, a communication 
adapter 206, and a scanner 207. 
0051) CPU 201 is a controller to control the overall 
operation of digitizing device 100. Memory 202 is a storage 
in which various processing programs and data are loaded to 
control operation of digitizing device 100. Magnetic disk 
device 203 is a storage in which various processing program 
above and data of electronic books and the like are stored. 

0052 Keyboard 204 is an input device to input an 
instruction of operation and the like to digitizing device 100. 
Display 205 is an output device to display a state of 
operation or the like of digitizing device 100. Communica 
tion adapter 206 is an adapter to conduct communication 
with another device. Scanner 207 is a device to read an 
original book of a publication in a form of image data. 
0053 Digitizing device 100 includes a digitizing section 
210. Digitizing section 210 is a processing section which 
generates an electronic book by digitizing an original book 
of a publication, requests recognition device 110 to recog 
nize the contents of the electronic book, and sends the 
electronic book recognized to content database device 120. 
0054. It is assumed that a program to make digitizing 
device 100 function as digitizing section 210 is recorded on 
a recording media such as a CD-ROM to be then stored on 
a magnetic disk or the like to be thereafter loaded on a 
memory for execution thereof. In this connection, the pro 
gram may be recorded on a media other than the CD-ROM. 
0.055 FIG. 3 is shows an outline of constitution of 
recognition device 110 of the embodiment. As can be seen 
from FIG. 3, recognition device 110 of the embodiment 
includes a CPU 301, a memory 302, a magnetic disk device 
303, a keyboard 304, a display 305, and a communication 
adapter 306. 

0056 CPU 301 is a controller to control the overall 
operation of recognition device 110. Memory 302 is a 
storage in which various processing programs and data are 
loaded to control operation of digitizing device 110. Mag 
netic disk device 303 is a storage in which various process 
ing program above and data of electronic books and the like 
are stored. 

0057 Keyboard 304 is an input device to input an 
instruction of operation and the like to recognition device 
110. Display 305 is an output device to display a state of 
operation or the like of digitizing device 110. Communica 
tion adapter 306 is an adapter to conduct communication 
with another device. 

0058 Recognition device 110 includes a recognizing 
section 310. Recognizing section 310 is a processing section 
to display the contents of an electronic book which are 
requested digitizing device 100 for confirmation. The sec 
tion sends a message indicating whether or not the contents 
of the electronic book are recognized to digitizing device 
1OO. 

0059. It is assumed that a program to make recognition 
device 110 function as recognizing section 310 is recorded 
on a recording media such as a CD-ROM and is then stored 
on a magnetic disk or the like to be thereafter loaded on a 
memory for execution thereof. The program may be 
recorded on a media other than the CD-ROM. 
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0060 FIG. 4 shows an outline of constitution of content 
database device 120 of the embodiment. As shown in FIG. 
4, content database device 120 of the embodiment includes 
a CPU 401, a memory 402, a magnetic disk device 403, a 
keyboard 404, a display 405, and a communication adapter 
406. 

0061 CPU 401 is a controller to control the overall 
operation of content database device 120. Memory 402 is a 
storage in which various processing programs and data are 
loaded to control operation of content database device 120. 
Magnetic disk device 403 is a storage in which various 
processing program above and data of electronic books and 
the like are stored. 

0062 Keyboard 404 is an input device to input an 
instruction of operation and the like to content database 
device 120. Display 405 is an output device to display a state 
of operation or the like of content database device 120. 
Communication adapter 406 is an adapter to conduct com 
munication with another device. 

0063 Content database device 120 includes a content 
database section 410, a distribution control section 411, a 
requested content distribution section 412, and a license 
section 413. 

0064 Content database section 410 is a processing sec 
tion which receives an electronic book generated by digi 
tizing device 100 to store the electronic book in magnetic 
disk device 403. Distribution control section 411 is a pro 
cessing section which generates a distribution schedule to 
distribute an electronic book to vending device 140 and 
which instructs distribution management device 130 to 
distribute the electronic book according to the distribution 
schedule. Requested content distribution section 412 is a 
processing section which receives a distribution request 
from vending device 140 and relayed by distribution man 
agement device 130 and which transmits to distribution 
management device 130 an electronic book for which the 
distribution request has been issued. 
0065 License section 413 is a processing section which 
totals for each electronic book the sales information col 
lected by each vending device 140, calculates a license fee 
of each electronic book according to the sales information 
totaled, and remits the license fee calculated for each elec 
tronic book to each publisher. 

0066. It is assumed that a program to make content 
database device 120 function as content database section 
410, distribution control section 411, requested content 
distribution section 412, and license section 413 is recorded 
on a recording media such as a CD-ROM and is then stored 
on a magnetic disk or the like to be thereafter loaded on a 
memory for execution thereof. The program may be 
recorded on a media other than the CD-ROM. 

0067 FIG. 5 is shows an outline of constitution of 
distribution management device 130 of the embodiment. As 
shown in FIG. 5, distribution management device 130 of the 
embodiment includes a CPU 501, a memory 502, a magnetic 
disk device 503, a keyboard 504, a display 505, and a 
communication adapter 506. 

0068 CPU 501 is a controller to control the overall 
operation of distribution management device 130. Memory 
502 is a storage in which various processing programs and 
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data are loaded to control operation of distribution manage 
ment device 130. Magnetic disk device 503 is a storage in 
which various processing program above and data of elec 
tronic books and the like are stored. 

0069. Keyboard 504 is an input device to input an 
instruction of operation and the like to distribution manage 
ment device 130. Display 505 is an output device to display 
a state of operation or the like of distribution management 
device 130. Communication adapter 506 is an adapter to 
conduct communication with another device. 

0070 Distribution management device 130 includes a 
protocol conversion section 510, a distribution section 511, 
a requested content relay section 512, and a sales informa 
tion relay section 513. 
0071 Protocol conversion section 510 is a processing 
section which mutually converts a communication protocol 
between content database device 120 and vending device 
140 to absorb discrepancy with respect to interface. Distri 
bution section 511 is a processing section to distribute an 
electronic book to vending device 140 according to a 
distribution schedule indicated by content database device 
120. 

0072 Requested content relay section 512 is a processing 
section which relays a distribution request from Vending 
device 140 to content database device 120 and which 
distributes an electronic book sent from content database 
device 120 in response to the distribution request to vending 
device 140. Sales information relay section 513 is a pro 
cessing section to relay sales information from vending 
device 140 to content database device 120. 

0073. It is assumed that a program to make distribution 
management device 130 function as protocol conversion 
section 510, distribution section 511, requested content relay 
section 512, and sales information relay section 513 is 
recorded on a recording media such as a CD-ROM to be then 
stored on a magnetic disk or the like and is thereafter loaded 
on a memory for execution thereof. The program may be 
recorded on a media other than the CD-ROM. 

0074 FIG. 6 shows an outline of constitution of vending 
device 140 of the embodiment. As can be seen from FIG. 6, 
vending device 140 of the embodiment includes a CPU 601, 
a memory 602, a magnetic disk device 603, a keyboard 604, 
a display 605, a communication adapter 606, and a data 
input device 607. 

0075 CPU 601 is a controller to control the overall 
operation of vending device 140. Memory 602 is a storage 
in which various processing programs and data are loaded to 
control operation of vending device 140. Magnetic disk 
device 603 is a storage in which various processing program 
above and data of electronic books and the like are stored. 

0076 Keyboard 604 is an input device to input an 
instruction of operation and the like to vending device 140. 
Display 605 is an output device to display a state of 
operation or the like of vending device 140. Communication 
adapter 606 is an adapter to conduct communication with 
another device. Data input device is a device to write a 
selected electronic book on a media. 

0077 Vending device 140 includes a processing section 
for receiving distributed content 610, a selecting section 611, 
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a sales processing section 612, a distribution request section 
613, and a sales information collecting section 614. 
0078 Processing section for receiving distributed content 
610 is a processing section which receives an electronic 
book distributed from distribution management device 130 
to store the electronic book in magnetic disk device 603. 
Selecting section 611 is a processing section to receive 
information of an identifier of a particular electronic book 
selected from information for goods of electronic books by 
a CuStOmer. 

0079 Sales processing section 612 is a processing section 
to sell a particular electronic book selected by a customer. 
Distribution request section 613 is a processing section to 
send a distribution request of an electronic book selected by 
a customer to distribution management device 130. Sales 
information collecting section 614 is a processing section 
which collects sales information of an electronic book sold 
by vending device 140 to send the collected information to 
content database device 120. 

0080. It is assumed that a program to make vending 
device 140 function as processing section for receiving 
distributed content 610, selecting section 611, sales process 
ing section 612, distribution request section 613, and sales 
information collecting section 614 is recorded on a record 
ing media such as a CD-ROM to be then stored on a 
magnetic disk or the like and is thereafter loaded on a 
memory for execution thereof. The program may be 
recorded on a media other than the CD-ROM. 

0081. Next, description will be given of processing of the 
embodiment of the digital content distribution system in 
which a book possessed by a publisher is digitized into an 
electronic book, i.e., a digital content. 
0082 FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing a processing proce 
dure of digitizing section 210 of the embodiment. After 
having received an original book from a publisher in step 
701, digitizing section 210 of digitizing device 100 digitizes 
in step 702 the received original book to generate an 
electronic book and information for goods of the electronic 
book. In step 703, digitizing section 210 sends the digitized 
book thus digitized to recognition device 110 of the pub 
lisher and then awaits a response from recognizing section 
31 O. 

0.083 FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing a processing proce 
dure of recognizing section 310 of the embodiment. Rec 
ognizing section 310 of recognition device 110 receives in 
step 801 the electronic book generated by digitizing device 
100 and then displays in step 802 the contents of the 
received electronic book on display 305. 
0084. In step 803, recognizing section 310 receives an 
input from an operator. If the contents of operation inputted 
from the operator indicate recognition of the contents of the 
electronic book, processing goes to step 804 to transmit a 
recognition message to digitizing device 100. If the contents 
of operation inputted from the operator indicate replacement 
of the electronic book, processing goes to step 805 to 
transmit to digitizing device 100 the contents of replacement 
inputted from the operator. 

0085. In step 704, digitization section 210 of digitizing 
device 100 examines the contents of a response message 
from the publisher. If replacement is required for the elec 
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tronic book generated in step 702, digitizing section 210 
conducts processing of replacement in step 705 and then 
control returns to step 702 to again execute processing 
beginning at the digitization. If the contents of the electronic 
book generated in step 702 is recognized, digitizing section 
210 sends the electronic book to content database section 
410 of content database device 120 in step 706. 
0086 FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing a processing proce 
dure of content database section 410 of the embodiment. In 
step 901, content database section 410 of content database 
device 120 receives an electronic book and information for 
goods of the book which have been sent from digitizing 
device 100. In step 902, section 410 accumulates the elec 
tronic book and the information for goods in a database of 
magnetic disk device 403. Thereafter, in step 903, section 
410 executes database update processing Such as update of 
an index. 

0087 Next, description will be given of processing in the 
embodiment of the digital content distribution system in 
which an electronic book accumulated in content database 
device 120 is first distributed to vending device 140 to be 
thereafter sold. 

0088 FIG. 10 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of distribution control section 411 of the embodi 
ment. In step 1001, distribution control section 411 of 
content management device 120 generates a distribution 
schedule to distribute an electronic book to vending device 
140. In step 1002, section 411 reads out an electronic book 
and information for goods of the book distributed according 
to the distribution schedule. 

0089. In step 1003, section 411 sends the distribution 
schedule generated and the obtained electronic book and 
information for goods to distribution management device 
130 to instruct device 130 to distribute the electronic book 
according to the distribution schedule. In step 1004, section 
411 makes a check, for each distribution management device 
which conducts the distribution processing according to the 
distribution schedule, to determine whether or not the dis 
tribution instruction is completed for the device. If the 
instruction has not been completed to the device, control 
returns to step 1003 to continue the processing; and if 
completed, the processing is terminated. 
0090 FIG. 11 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of distribution section 511 of the embodiment. In step 
1101, distribution section 511 of distribution management 
device 130 receives a distribution instruction including a 
distribution schedule, an electronic book, and information 
for goods of the book from content database device 120. In 
step 1102, section 511 stores in magnetic disk device 503 the 
distribution schedule, the electronic book, and the informa 
tion for goods thus received. 
0091. In step 1103, section 511 distributes, by converting 
by protocol conversion section 510 a communication pro 
tocol between content database device 120 and vending 
device 140, the electronic book and the information for 
goods to each vending device 140 associated therewith 
according to the distribution schedule. In step 1104, section 
511 makes a check, for each vending device for which the 
distribution processing is conducted according to the distri 
bution schedule, to determine whether or not the distribution 
of the electronic book and the information for goods to the 
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vending device has been completed. If the distribution to the 
vending device has not been completed, control returns to 
step 1103 to continue the processing. If the distribution has 
been completed, the processing is terminated. It may also be 
possible to use broadcast communication to a plurality of 
vending devices 140 via a communication satellite or the 
like. Namely, the electronic book and the information for 
goods are distributed at once to each vending device for 
which the distribution processing is conducted according to 
the distribution schedule. 

0092 FIG. 12 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of processing section for receiving distributed con 
tent 610 of the embodiment. In step 1201, section 610 of 
vending device 140 receives the electronic book and the 
information for goods distributed from distribution manage 
ment device 130 and then stores the electronic book and the 
information for goods in magnetic disk device 603. In step 
1202, section 610 adds the received information for goods to 
the existing information for goods to thereby update data, 
—which is used in retrieval processing when a customer 
selects an electronic book for the purchase thereof. In step 
1203, section 610 determines an available capacity of mag 
netic disk device 603 to conduct disk management process 
ing Such as processing which deletes, according to the value 
of the available capacity, data which has not been recently 
used for the sales processing. 
0093 FIG. 13 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of sales processing section 612 of the embodiment. 
In step 1301, selecting section 611 of vending device 140 
displays on display 605 a graphical user interface (GUI) to 
conduct retrieval of an electronic book and then receives a 
retrieval condition inputted by a customer. When a retrieval 
condition is inputted by a customer, section 611 conducts in 
step 1302 retrieval through the information for goods in 
vending device 140 to read out an information item for 
goods of an electronic book which matches the received 
retrieval condition. In step 1303, section 611 displays on 
display 605 the information for goods of the electronic book 
obtained as a result of the retrieval and then receives an input 
of an electronic book selected by the customer. 
0094. In step 1304, section 611 makes a check to deter 
mine whether or not a particular electronic book has been 
selected in the displayed information for goods by the 
customer. If an electronic book has been selected, processing 
goes to step 1305. If the retrieval is again instructed, 
processing returns to step 1301 to receive an input of a 
retrieval condition. 

0.095. In step 1305, sales processing section 612 checks 
to determine whether or not the electronic book selected by 
the customer has already been distributed. If the electronic 
book has already been distributed, processing goes to step 
1307 to execute sales processing of the distributed electronic 
book. If the electronic book has not been distributed, pro 
cessing goes to step 1306 in which section 612 transmits by 
distribution request section 613 the distribution request of 
the electronic book to distribution management device 130 
to receive on-demand the distribution of the electronic book. 

0.096 FIG. 14 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of processing section for relaying request content 512 
of the embodiment. In step 1401, section 512 receives a 
distribution request from vending device 140. 
0097. In step 1402, section 512 makes a check to deter 
mine whether or not an electronic book requested by the 
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distribution request has already been stored in magnetic disk 
device 503 of distribution management device 130. If the 
book has been stored in device 130, processing goes to step 
1405; otherwise, processing goes to step 1403. In step 1403, 
section 512 sends the distribution request received from 
vending device 140 to content database device 120 while 
converting by protocol conversion section 510 a communi 
cation protocol between content database device 120 and 
vending device 140. 
0098 FIG. 15 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of requested content distribution section 412 of the 
embodiment. In step 1501, section 412 of content database 
device 120 receives the distribution request sent from vend 
ing device 140 and relayed by distribution management 
device 130. In step 1502, section 412 makes retrieval for the 
electronic book requested by the distribution request 
received. In step 1503, section 412 reads out the electronic 
book as a result of the retrieval. In step 1504, section 412 
sends the obtained electronic book to distribution manage 
ment device 130 and instructs device 130 to distribute the 
book. 

0099. In step 1404, section 412 receives the electronic 
book sent from content database device 120 in response to 
the distribution request and stores the book in magnetic disk 
device 503. In step 1405, section 412 reads from disk device 
503 the electronic book requested by vending device 140 
according to the distribution request and distributes the book 
to vending device 140. 
0100. In step 1307, sales processing section 612 of vend 
ing device 140 conducts sales processing of the electronic 
book distributed from distribution management device 130 
and then remits an amount of sale at vending device 140 to 
a license processing account. In step 1308, sales information 
collecting section 614 stores, as sales information indicating 
the contents of sales processing conducted by the processing 
above, an item identifier (ID) of the electronic book sold, a 
salesperson ID of a sales-person in charge of the sale, a 
personal identifier ID of a customer who purchased the 
book, a type of confirmation of payment, the year, month, 
and day of sale, and the like in magnetic disk device 603. 
0101 Digitizing section 210 of digitizing device 100 may 
also subdivide the original book of a publication in a 
predetermined unit such as a chapter or a page to digitize the 
book in the unit so as to generate an electronic book 
including a plurality of digital data blocks. It may also be 
possible that selecting section 611 of vending device 140 
receives selection of an electronic book in the predetermined 
unit used in the Subdivision of the book and sales processing 
section 612 sells the electronic book in the predetermined 
unit. In the digital content distribution system of the embodi 
ment, the original book of the content may also be sold in an 
arbitrary unit used to subdivide the book as above. The 
system can consequently provide a more flexible service to 
the customers. 

0102 Digitizing section 210 of digitizing device 100 may 
digitize the original book of the publication into image data 
to thereby generate an electronic book. The external appear 
ance of the original book of the content is reproduced as 
image data in this situation. Consequently, when compared 
with a situation in which characters of the book are inputted 
as text data and drawings of the book are inputted as image 
data such that the text data and image data are thereafter 
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edited and digitized into an electronic book, it is not nec 
essary to achieve the editing operation to reproduce the 
original book of the content with fidelity, and characters 
which cannot be expressed as text data can be expressed in 
this case. 

0103) When selecting section 611 of vending device 140 
selects a particular electronic book, if image data of a cover 
and a backbone of the book generated above is displayed as 
information for goods, a state of an actual store in which 
books are placed side by side on a shelf can be reproduced 
on display 605 of vending device 140. This enables the 
customer to select an electronic book in an atmosphere as if 
he or she were in a bookstore. 

0104 Subsequently, description will be given of process 
ing in the digital content distribution system of the embodi 
ment in which an amount of profit is distributed to a 
publisher according to the number of electronic books sold 
by vending device 140. 

0105 FIG. 16 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of license section 413 of the embodiment. In step 
1601, section 413 of content database device 120 sends a 
transmission request of sales information collected by Vend 
ing device 140 to distribution management device 130. 

0106. In step 1602, section 413 of database device 120 
receives sales information sent from vending device 140 and 
relayed by distribution management device 130. In step 
1603, section 413 stores the received sales information in 
magnetic disk device 403. 

0107. In step 1604, section 413 makes a check, for each 
distribution management device connected to content data 
base device 120, to determine whether or not sales infor 
mation from the distribution management device has been 
completely received. If the reception of sales information 
therefrom has not been yet completed, control returns to step 
1601 to continue processing. If the reception of sales infor 
mation therefrom has been completed, the pertinent process 
ing is terminated. 

0108. In step 1605, section 413 reads from magnetic disk 
device the sales information received from the plural vend 
ing devices 140 to total the information for each electronic 
book. In step 1606, section 413 refers to copyright license 
management information in magnetic disk device 403 to 
calculate a license fee for each electronic device according 
to the sales information totaled. 

0109) In step 1607, section 413 totals for each publisher 
the license fee calculated for each electronic book. In step 
140, section 413 transfers the totaled license fee to an 
account of the publisher from the license processing account 
to which the amount of sales is sent from the vending 
devices 140. 

0110 FIG. 17 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of sales information relay section 513 of the embodi 
ment In step 1701, section 513 of distribution management 
device 130 receives a sales information request sent from 
content database device 120. In step 1702, section 513 relays 
the received sales information request to vending device 140 
while converting by protocol conversion section 510 a 
communication protocol between content database 
device.120 and vending device 140. 
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0111. In step 1703, section 513 of distribution manage 
ment device 130 receives sales information from vending 
device 140. In step 1704, section 513 relays the received 
sales information to content database device 120 while 
converting by protocol conversion section 510 the commu 
nication protocol between content database device 120 and 
vending device 140. 
0112) In step 1705, section 513 makes a check, for each 
vending device to which sales information is relayed by 
distribution management device 130, to determine whether 
or not the sales information has been completely relayed. If 
the information has not been completely relayed, control 
returns to step 1702 to continue processing. If the informa 
tion has been completely relayed, the processing is termi 
nated. 

0113 FIG. 18 is a flowchart showing a processing pro 
cedure of processing section for collecting sales information 
614 of the embodiment. In step 1801, section 614 of vending 
device 140 receives a sales information request relayed via 
distribution management device 130. Instep 1802, section 
614 reads sales information from magnetic disk device 603 
and totals the sales information for each electronic book. In 
step 1803, section 614 sends the totaled sales information to 
distribution management device 130. 
0.114) Next, description will be given of another configu 
ration example of the digital content distribution system of 
the embodiment. 

0115 FIG. 19 shows a second configuration example of 
the digital-content distribution system of the embodiment. In 
the system shown in FIG. 19, a digitalization center, a 
content database center, and a distribution management 
center are integrated into one center. In this situation, 
facilities necessary for the respective centers can he shared 
therebetween and the number of persons required for opera 
tion can be advantageously minimized. 
0116 FIG. 20 shows a third configuration example of the 
digital content distribution system of the embodiment. In 
this, a digitization center is installed in the vicinity of a 
publisher, and a content database center and a distribution 
management center are integrated into one center. In the 
configuration, the digitization can be achieved in the proX 
imity of the location of each publisher in which an original 
book of a content actually exists, which minimizes the 
distribution of the original books of the contents. 
0.117 FIG. 21 shows a fourth configuration example of 
the digital content distribution system of the embodiment. In 
the system shown in FIG. 21, a digitalization center and a 
content database center are integrated into one center, which 
is connected to each distribution management center. In this 
situation, since each distribution center can be separately 
allocated to each distribution route, traffic on the network 
can be reduced in the communication of digital contents, 
information of goods, and the like and hence the processing 
load can be distributed. Furthermore, in each distribution 
center, it is possible to install facilities dedicated to its 
distribution. 

0118. As described above, in accordance with the 
embodiments of the digital content distribution system, the 
distribution of digital contents from the content database 
center to the stores is completely achieved via the network. 
Therefore, the digital contents can be distributed at a high 
speed. 
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0119). In accordance with the embodiments of the digital 
content distribution system, when a digital content is sold, 
sales information thereof is collected to calculate a license 
fee for the digital content. Consequently, the license fee can 
be distributed to a content holder according to the number of 
digital contents sold. 
0120 In accordance with the present invention, since the 
distribution of digital contents from the content database 
center to the stores is completely achieved via the network, 
it is possible to distribute the digital contents at a high speed. 
0121 While the present invention has been described 
with reference to the particular illustrative embodiments, it 
is not to be restricted by those embodiments but only by the 
appended claims. It is to be appreciated that those skilled in 
the art can change or modify the embodiments without 
departing from the scope and spirit of the present invention. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A digital contents distribution method to distribute 
digital contents via a network, comprising the steps of 

collecting from a plurality of stores, sales information of 
digital contents sold, via said stores, to customers: 

calculating numbers of each of said digital contents sold 
via said stores during a predetermined period based on 
said collected sales information; 

calculating a total number of said digital contents sold for 
each digital contents holder that licenses digital con 
tents to said stores; and 

sending to said digital contents holder a fee corresponding 
to the total number of said digital contents sold via said 
stores for each digital contents holder. 

2. A digital contents distribution method according to 
claim 1, wherein said collecting step comprises the steps of 

sending to a distribution management device a request for 
said sales information; 

in response to said request, sending from said distribution 
management device said sales information collected 
from vending devices located in said stores, 

wherein each of said vending devices is used by said 
customers to purchase said digital contents. 

3. A digital contents distribution method according to 
claim 1, wherein said sending step comprises the steps of: 

referring to license management information to calculate 
said fee corresponding to the total number of said 
digital contents sold via said stores for each digital 
contents holder. 

4. A digital contents distribution method according to 
claim 3, wherein said license management information is 
copyright license management information. 

5. A digital contents distribution system to distribute 
digital content via a network, comprising: 

a processing section for collecting from a plurality of 
stores, sales information of digital contents sold to 
customers via said stores; and 

a license fee section for calculating numbers of each of 
said digital contents sold via said stores during a 
predetermined period based on said collected sales 
information, calculating a total number of said digital 
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contents sold for each digital contents holder that 
licenses digital contents to said stores, and sending to 
said digital contents holder a fee corresponding to the 
total number of said digital contents sold via said stores 
for each digital contents holder. 

6. A digital contents distribution system according to 
claim 5, wherein said processing section conduct said col 
lecting by sending to a distribution management device a 
request for said sales information, 

wherein said distribution management device, in response 
to said request, sends said sales information collected 
from vending devices located in said stores, and 

wherein each of said vending devices is used by said 
customers to purchase said digital contents. 

7. A digital contents distribution system according to 
claim 5, wherein said license fee section conducts said 
sending by referring to license management information to 
calculate said fee corresponding to the total number of said 
digital contents sold via said stores for each digital contents 
holder. 

8. A digital contents distribution system according to 
claim 7, wherein said license management information is 
copyright license management information. 

9. A computer readable medium storing a program for 
distributing digital contents via a network, said program 
when executed causes a computer to perform the steps of: 

collecting from a plurality of stores, sales information of 
digital contents sold to customers via said stores; 

calculating numbers of each of said digital contents sold 
via said stores during a predetermined period based on 
said collected sales information and calculating a total 
number of said digital contents sold for each digital 
contents holder that licenses digital contents to said 
stores; and 

sending to said digital contents holder a fee corresponding 
to the total number of said digital contents sold via said 
stores for each digital contents holder. 

10. A computer readable medium according to claim 9. 
wherein said program when executing said collecting step 
further causes said computer to perform the steps of: 

sending to a distribution management device a request for 
said sales information; 

in response to said request, sending from said distribution 
management device said sales information collected 
from vending devices located in said stores, 

wherein each of said vending devices is used by said 
customers to purchase said digital contents. 

11. A computer readable medium according to claim 9. 
wherein said program when executing said sending step 
further causes said computer to perform the steps of: 

referring to license management information to calculate 
said fee corresponding to the total number of said 
digital contents sold via said stores for each digital 
contents holder. 

12. A computer readable medium according to claim 11, 
wherein said license management information is copyright 
license management information. 
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